
Disposable Earplugs

E2®Earplugs del iver optimal per formance in the noisiest environments .

Hearing ProtectionMagid Glove & Safety Manufacturing Company LLC

Magid® E2® Disposable Foam
Earplugs Provide the Highest
Protection at the Best Value!
Magid’s E2® Disposable Foam Earplugs are so
comfortable, your employees won’t want to throw
them away, and so economical, you won’t care
when they do!

Sound off with the highest NRR available
With a high NRR 32 rating, E2 Disposable Earplugs
provide superior protection against harmful noises,
keeping workers safe from hearing damage while
on the job.

Plush comfort
Made from soft, hypo-allergenic polyurethane foam,
E2 Disposable Earplugs feature a flexible, tapered
shape that fits the contours of the ear canal for a
custom and comfortable fit the whole day long.

Detectable colors and style
Fluorescent orange coloring ensures the cordless
E2 IHP32 Earplugs are seen more easily during
safety checks, while the corded E2 IHP32C Earplugs
also features a red PVC cord for enhanced visibility
and reduced loss. E2 IHP532C Metal Detectable
Corded Earplugs, featuring a bright blue plug and
cord, are the ideal choice for the food processing
industry where detection and retention are crucial.

Convenient dispensing
The E2 IHP32DP Wall Mount Dispenser has a
one-at-a-time dispensing wheel and holds one
resealable refill bag for convenient dispensing.
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION QTY/CS

IHP32 Uncorded earplugs, 200 PR/DP 10DP

IHP32C Corded earplugs, 200PR/DP 10DP

IHP532C Corded metal detectable earplugs, 200 PR/DP 10DP

IHP32RF IHP32 refill resealable bag, 500 PR/DP 10BG

IHP32DP Wall mount refillable earplug dispenser, holds one bag 6EA
of style IHP32RF (500 pairs), which are sold separately

©Magid Glove & Safety Mfg. Co. LLC. Magid and E2 are registered trademarks of Magid Glove & Safety Mfg. Co. LLC.



Reusable Earplugs

www.magidglove .com 800.444.8030

Magid Glove & Safety
Manufacturing Company LLC
2060 North Kolmar Avenue • Chicago, IL 60639

Count on Magid® E2® Reusable
Earplugs for Repeated Use
and Cost Savings!
Magid’s E2® Reusable Earplugs combine cost
competitive pricing with innovative long lasting
features to create the most efficient performing
hearing protection available!

Earful of protection
With a NRR 25 rating, E2 Reusable Earplugs keep
ears safe and sound, use after use. The plug’s
flexible triple-flange design assures a multi-surface
seal across a wide range of ear canal sizes as it
conforms to the ear for a custom fit.

Maximum comfort
E2 Reusable Earplugs feature a red, single
construction design and are quality crafted
using soft, non-irritating PVC for comfortable
wear hour after hour.

Clean deal
E2 Reusable Earplugs feature a washable design
that improves hygiene and extends long term wear by
allowing for multiple uses.

Visible compliance
Bright red color on both uncorded and corded styles
make for easy identification during safety checks.
Select style features detachable white nylon cord for
an enhanced safety option that allows easy removal
of plug from cord.

Convenient storage options
Select E2 Earplug styles include a plastic carrying
case that can be easily attached to a belt loop for
quick access.
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION QTY/CS

IHP27 Uncorded earplugs, 100 PR/DP 10DP

IHP27C Corded earplugs, 100PR/DP 10DP

IHP27PH Uncorded earplugs in plastic case with chain, 50 PR/DP 10DP

IHP27CPH Corded earplugs in plastic case with chain, 50 PR/DP 10DP

IHP27WC Detachable white nylon corded earplugs, 100 PR/DP 10DP

©Magid Glove & Safety Mfg. Co. LLC. Magid and E2 are registered trademarks of Magid Glove & Safety Mfg. Co. LLC.
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